Tatung Steamer Rice Cooker Manual
TAC-11KN(UL) TATUNG's TAC-11KN(UL) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is
great for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and
seafood, and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use
one step rice cooker makes up to 11 cups of uncooked
rice (22 cups cooked rice).
You guessed it—this legendary rice cooker is the Tatung
Rice Cooker, also known as the Tatung Multi-Cooker.
There are many reasons it has become a legendary
piece of cookware. But these two reasons are enough to
set it apart from a crowd of multi-cookers on the market.
It cooks all varieties of foods with only two switches—on
and off.
TAC-06KN(UL) | Tatung USA
Amazon.com: tatung steamer
Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Cooks and Steams). The video
demonstrates how the rice is steamed and also offers
recipes and cleaning instructions. To see a
demonstration on how to use the rice cooker you ...
Tatung Steamer Rice Cooker Manual
Preparing Rice Using Indirect Heating. Step 1. Measure
the quantity of rice desired using a measuring cup and
pour into the inner pot. Step 2. Fill the inner pot with
water to the water level line for the number of cups of
rice used. For example, if cooking two cups of rice, fill ...
Step 3. Fill ...
Tatung Rice Cooker Instructions | eHow
Please read user manual www.tatungusa.com... Page 2
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Product Introduction Tatung direct heating type rice
cooker, TRC-6STW, is the first one made with optional
On/Off warmer switch. Keeping warm function can be not
performing without unplugging the power cord when
users do not wish to keep the rice warm for long time.
TATUNG TRC-6STW USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
Page 1 Model No.: TFC-5817 User Manual Thank you
for purchasing the Tatung Electric Rice Cooker. Please
read the user Manual carefully before using and keep it
for future reference. Diagram images are for reference
only, and may not be your exact model.
TATUNG TFC-5817 USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
TAC-6G(SF) TATUNG's TAC-6G(SF) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is
great for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and
seafood, and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use
one step rice cooker makes up to 6 cups of uncooked
rice (12 cups cooked rice).
6-Cup Multi-Functional Cooker | TAC-6G(SF) | Tatung
USA
TATUNG's TAC-06KN(UL) is a multi-functional rice
cooker and steamer, great for preparing hot fluffy rice,
steaming veggies and seafood, and making a variety of
other dishes. This easy-to-use one step rice cooker
makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups cooked
rice).
TAC-06KN(UL) | Tatung USA
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TAC-11KN(UL) TATUNG's TAC-11KN(UL) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is
great for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and
seafood, and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use
one step rice cooker makes up to 11 cups of uncooked
rice (22 cups cooked rice).
11-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker Tatung USA
TATUNG's TAC-03DW Stainless Steel Multi-Functional
Cooker is perfect size for small families. This easy-to-use
one step multi-functional cooker makes up to 3 cups of
uncooked rice (6 cups cooked rice). A steamer tray is
included so you can cook rice and steam vegetables or
meat at the same time.
3-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker Tatung USA
Tatung 8 Cup Direct Heat Rice Cooker TRC-8BD1, with
Stainless Steel Inner Pot by Tatung 3.4 out of 5 stars 2
More Buying Choices $55.00 (1 used offer)
Amazon.com: tatung rice cooker steamer
The steam plate that comes with the Tatung rice cooker
is for steaming foods in the cooker only. However, what
you can try is to place a plate on top of the inner pot
which contains your rice and water.
Tatung Rice Cooker and Steamer - StreetSmart
Kitchen
It can only be fit on Tatung 6 cup rice cooker(TAC-06KN
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OR TAC-6G) when perform a steaming food and dishes
Specification Capacity: 6 cups Keep Warm Function: No
Color: Stainless Steel Features Suitable for Tatung 6
cups rice cooker Comes with 2 level of Stainless Steel
Steam trays with a top steam cover. 3 piece Stainless
Steel Steamer set Dimensions (WxHxD) 10.7" x 10.7" x
12.5" Weight 3 lbs.
tatung steamer - Newegg.com
Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Cooks and Steams). The video
demonstrates how the rice is steamed and also offers
recipes and cleaning instructions. To see a
demonstration on how to use the rice cooker you ...
How to use Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Indirect Rice
Cooker)
Tatung 1 to 11 cup multi function rice cooker and
steamer is designed for family use. With little as 15-45
minutes a nutritious meal can be made. The rice cooker
is made with infrared nao ceramic outer pot for better
food flavor and texture. The rice cooker handle is made
of stay cool nontoxic food grade silicone handles.
Tatung 3-Cup Multifunction Indirect Heat Rice
Cooker ...
The Tatung multi cooker and steamer is different from
many well-known brand names on the market because
you can cook rice in addition to braise, stew, and steam
your food. It's not surprising that over 12 million rice
cookers have been purchased in Taiwan, the United
States, and other countries worldwide.
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Multi Cookers | Tatung USA
TATUNG Name Steamer Rice Cooker Model TAC-6G(A)
Spec | Color White Appliance Function Cooker/Steamer
Capacity Cooked 6 cups Keep Warm Function Yes
Power 600 W Feature | Features Multi-functional rice
cooker and steamer with warming option Cooks and
steams: rice, stews, soups, seafood and others Stainless
steel inner pot and accessories
TATUNG TAC-6G(A) White Steamer Rice Cooker Newegg.com
We compared TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3
piece Stainless Steel Steamer Set offers, best reviews,
and coupons over the recent 3 years for you at
ricecookeri.
TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3 piece Stainless
Steel
You guessed it—this legendary rice cooker is the Tatung
Rice Cooker, also known as the Tatung Multi-Cooker.
There are many reasons it has become a legendary
piece of cookware. But these two reasons are enough to
set it apart from a crowd of multi-cookers on the market.
It cooks all varieties of foods with only two switches—on
and off.
Tatung Rice Cooker (Multi-Cooker) Cookbook StreetSmart ...
A multi-functional rice cooker and steamer that is great
for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and
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seafood, and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use
one step rice cooker makes up to 6 cups of uncooked
rice (12 cups cooked rice).
Tatung – TAC-6G (SF) – 6 Cup Multi-Functional Rice
Cooker ...
TATUNG Indirect Multi-Functional Mini Rice Cooker,
Steamer and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup uncooked/
6-Cup cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach Red) 5.0 out of 5
stars 2 $106.25 $ 106 . 25
Amazon.com: tatung steamer
TATUNG Indirect Multi-Functional Mini Rice Cooker,
Steamer and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup uncooked/
6-Cup cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach Red) 3.7 out of 5
stars 4 $106.25 $ 106 . 25

TATUNG Indirect
Cooker, Steamer
uncooked/ 6-Cup
Red) 3.7 out of

Multi-Functional Mini Rice
and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup
cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach
5 stars 4 $106.25 $ 106 . 25

TATUNG Indirect Multi-Functional Mini Rice
Cooker, Steamer and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup
uncooked/ 6-Cup cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach
Red) 5.0 out of 5 stars 2 $106.25 $ 106 . 25
Please read user manual www.tatungusa.com...
Page 2 Product Introduction Tatung direct
heating type rice cooker, TRC-6STW, is the
first one made with optional On/Off warmer
switch. Keeping warm function can be not
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performing without unplugging the power cord
when users do not wish to keep the rice warm
for long time.
Amazon.com: tatung rice cooker steamer

Tatung 8 Cup Direct Heat Rice Cooker TRC-8BD1, with
Stainless Steel Inner Pot by Tatung 3.4 out of 5 stars 2
More Buying Choices $55.00 (1 used offer)
TATUNG TFC-5817 USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
Tatung Steamer Rice Cooker Manual
Preparing Rice Using Indirect Heating. Step 1. Measure
the quantity of rice desired using a measuring cup and
pour into the inner pot. Step 2. Fill the inner pot with
water to the water level line for the number of cups of rice
used. For example, if cooking two cups of rice, fill ... Step
3. Fill ...
Tatung Rice Cooker Instructions | eHow
Please read user manual www.tatungusa.com... Page 2
Product Introduction Tatung direct heating type rice
cooker, TRC-6STW, is the first one made with optional
On/Off warmer switch. Keeping warm function can be
not performing without unplugging the power cord when
users do not wish to keep the rice warm for long time.
TATUNG TRC-6STW USER MANUAL Pdf
Download.
Page 1 Model No.: TFC-5817 User Manual Thank you
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for purchasing the Tatung Electric Rice Cooker. Please
read the user Manual carefully before using and keep it
for future reference. Diagram images are for reference
only, and may not be your exact model.
TATUNG TFC-5817 USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
TAC-6G(SF) TATUNG's TAC-6G(SF) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is great
for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and seafood,
and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use one step
rice cooker makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups
cooked rice).
6-Cup Multi-Functional Cooker | TAC-6G(SF) | Tatung
USA
TATUNG's TAC-06KN(UL) is a multi-functional rice
cooker and steamer, great for preparing hot fluffy rice,
steaming veggies and seafood, and making a variety of
other dishes. This easy-to-use one step rice cooker makes
up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups cooked rice).
TAC-06KN(UL) | Tatung USA
TAC-11KN(UL) TATUNG's TAC-11KN(UL) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is great
for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and seafood,
and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use one step
rice cooker makes up to 11 cups of uncooked rice (22 cups
cooked rice).
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11-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker - Tatung
USA
TATUNG's TAC-03DW Stainless Steel Multi-Functional
Cooker is perfect size for small families. This easy-to-use
one step multi-functional cooker makes up to 3 cups of
uncooked rice (6 cups cooked rice). A steamer tray is
included so you can cook rice and steam vegetables or
meat at the same time.
3-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker - Tatung
USA
Tatung 8 Cup Direct Heat Rice Cooker TRC-8BD1, with
Stainless Steel Inner Pot by Tatung 3.4 out of 5 stars 2
More Buying Choices $55.00 (1 used offer)
Amazon.com: tatung rice cooker steamer
The steam plate that comes with the Tatung rice cooker is
for steaming foods in the cooker only. However, what you
can try is to place a plate on top of the inner pot which
contains your rice and water.
Tatung Rice Cooker and Steamer - StreetSmart Kitchen
It can only be fit on Tatung 6 cup rice cooker(TAC-06KN
OR TAC-6G) when perform a steaming food and dishes
Specification Capacity: 6 cups Keep Warm Function: No
Color: Stainless Steel Features Suitable for Tatung 6 cups
rice cooker Comes with 2 level of Stainless Steel Steam
trays with a top steam cover. 3 piece Stainless Steel
Steamer set Dimensions (WxHxD) 10.7" x 10.7" x 12.5"
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Weight 3 lbs.
tatung steamer - Newegg.com
Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Cooks and Steams). The video
demonstrates how the rice is steamed and also offers
recipes and cleaning instructions. To see a demonstration
on how to use the rice cooker you ...
How to use Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Indirect Rice Cooker)
Tatung 1 to 11 cup multi function rice cooker and
steamer is designed for family use. With little as 15-45
minutes a nutritious meal can be made. The rice cooker is
made with infrared nao ceramic outer pot for better food
flavor and texture. The rice cooker handle is made of stay
cool nontoxic food grade silicone handles.
Tatung 3-Cup Multifunction Indirect Heat Rice Cooker
...
The Tatung multi cooker and steamer is different from
many well-known brand names on the market because
you can cook rice in addition to braise, stew, and steam
your food. It's not surprising that over 12 million rice
cookers have been purchased in Taiwan, the United
States, and other countries worldwide.
Multi Cookers | Tatung USA
TATUNG Name Steamer Rice Cooker Model
TAC-6G(A) Spec | Color White Appliance Function
Cooker/Steamer Capacity Cooked 6 cups Keep Warm
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Function Yes Power 600 W Feature | Features Multifunctional rice cooker and steamer with warming option
Cooks and steams: rice, stews, soups, seafood and others
Stainless steel inner pot and accessories
TATUNG TAC-6G(A) White Steamer Rice Cooker Newegg.com
We compared TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3 piece
Stainless Steel Steamer Set offers, best reviews, and
coupons over the recent 3 years for you at ricecookeri.
TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3 piece Stainless Steel
You guessed it—this legendary rice cooker is the Tatung
Rice Cooker, also known as the Tatung Multi-Cooker.
There are many reasons it has become a legendary piece
of cookware. But these two reasons are enough to set it
apart from a crowd of multi-cookers on the market. It
cooks all varieties of foods with only two switches—on and
off.
Tatung Rice Cooker (Multi-Cooker) Cookbook StreetSmart ...
A multi-functional rice cooker and steamer that is great
for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and seafood,
and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use one step
rice cooker makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups
cooked rice).
Tatung – TAC-6G (SF) – 6 Cup Multi-Functional Rice
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Cooker ...
TATUNG Indirect Multi-Functional Mini Rice Cooker,
Steamer and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup uncooked/
6-Cup cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach Red) 5.0 out of 5
stars 2 $106.25 $ 106 . 25
Amazon.com: tatung steamer
TATUNG Indirect Multi-Functional Mini Rice Cooker,
Steamer and Warmer, Peach Red, 3-Cup uncooked/
6-Cup cooked, TAC-3ASF-1 (Peach Red) 3.7 out of 5
stars 4 $106.25 $ 106 . 25

tatung steamer - Newegg.com
Tatung 3-Cup Multifunction Indirect Heat Rice Cooker
...
The Tatung multi cooker and steamer is different from
many well-known brand names on the market because
you can cook rice in addition to braise, stew, and steam
your food. It's not surprising that over 12 million rice
cookers have been purchased in Taiwan, the United
States, and other countries worldwide.
TATUNG's TAC-06KN(UL) is a multi-functional rice
cooker and steamer, great for preparing hot fluffy rice,
steaming veggies and seafood, and making a variety of
other dishes. This easy-to-use one step rice cooker
makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups cooked
rice).
3-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker - Tatung
USA
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Page 1 Model No.: TFC-5817 User Manual Thank you
for purchasing the Tatung Electric Rice Cooker. Please
read the user Manual carefully before using and keep it
for future reference. Diagram images are for reference
only, and may not be your exact model.
TATUNG TAC-6G(A) White Steamer Rice Cooker Newegg.com
Tatung 1 to 11 cup multi function rice cooker and steamer is designed
for family use. With little as 15-45 minutes a nutritious meal can be
made. The rice cooker is made with infrared nao ceramic outer pot for
better food flavor and texture. The rice cooker handle is made of stay
cool nontoxic food grade silicone handles.
TATUNG Name Steamer Rice Cooker Model TAC-6G(A) Spec |
Color White Appliance Function Cooker/Steamer Capacity Cooked 6
cups Keep Warm Function Yes Power 600 W Feature | Features Multifunctional rice cooker and steamer with warming option Cooks and
steams: rice, stews, soups, seafood and others Stainless steel inner pot
and accessories
Tatung Rice Cooker (Multi-Cooker) Cookbook - StreetSmart ...
Tatung Steamer Rice Cooker Manual
Tatung Rice Cooker Instructions | eHow
Tatung – TAC-6G (SF) – 6 Cup Multi-Functional Rice Cooker ...
How to use Tatung's Multi-Cooker (Indirect Rice Cooker)
11-Cup Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker - Tatung USA
TATUNG's TAC-03DW Stainless Steel Multi-Functional Cooker is
perfect size for small families. This easy-to-use one step multifunctional cooker makes up to 3 cups of uncooked rice (6 cups
cooked rice). A steamer tray is included so you can cook rice and
steam vegetables or meat at the same time.
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TAC-6G(SF) TATUNG's TAC-6G(SF) is a multifunctional rice cooker and steamer. This appliance is great
for preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and seafood,
and a variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use one step rice
cooker makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups
cooked rice).
6-Cup Multi-Functional Cooker | TAC-6G(SF) | Tatung
USA
A multi-functional rice cooker and steamer that is great for
preparing hot fluffy rice, steaming veggies and seafood, and a
variety of other dishes. This easy-to-use one step rice cooker
makes up to 6 cups of uncooked rice (12 cups cooked rice).
The steam plate that comes with the Tatung rice cooker is for
steaming foods in the cooker only. However, what you can
try is to place a plate on top of the inner pot which contains
your rice and water.
We compared TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3 piece
Stainless Steel Steamer Set offers, best reviews, and coupons
over the recent 3 years for you at ricecookeri.
Preparing Rice Using Indirect Heating. Step 1. Measure the quantity of
rice desired using a measuring cup and pour into the inner pot. Step 2.
Fill the inner pot with water to the water level line for the number of
cups of rice used. For example, if cooking two cups of rice, fill ... Step
3. Fill ...
It can only be fit on Tatung 6 cup rice cooker(TAC-06KN OR
TAC-6G) when perform a steaming food and dishes Specification
Capacity: 6 cups Keep Warm Function: No Color: Stainless Steel
Features Suitable for Tatung 6 cups rice cooker Comes with 2 level of
Stainless Steel Steam trays with a top steam cover. 3 piece Stainless Steel
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Steamer set Dimensions (WxHxD) 10.7" x 10.7" x 12.5" Weight 3 lbs.
Tatung Rice Cooker and Steamer - StreetSmart Kitchen
TATUNG TAC-S02 Stainless Steel 3 piece Stainless Steel
Multi Cookers | Tatung USA

TATUNG TRC-6STW USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
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